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Myths/Sing to Life 
 
          Esus                  A                Bm                          A 
There were two lovers free, like a wind too strong too hold 
        D              C#m7                   Esus             A 
The fatefulness of their lives is a story often told 
                    Esus                A                  Bm               A 
And yet I’ve seen them all alone, in the angel eyes of night 
D                C#m7                             Bm    E7      A 
Love it is a song that calls us to the spirit of this life 
D               C#m7                              Bm7 Esus   A 
Love it is a song that calls us to the spirit of this life 
 
You know the night’s a time of dark, when mysteries will ride 
Like wild horses in the mountains with fear upon their sides 
Yet the light accepts the dark, like the sea accepts the stream  
Day and night they are two seasons in the passing of this dream 
Day and night they are two seasons in the passing of this dream 
 
There was a lonely man who sailed up to the sun 
He could not stay lost forever in the circle of his time 
So he rode the fire-spun clouds, his vision crying clear 
He said the light you see it is a river in which all life is found 
The light you see it is a river in which all life is found---- 
 

Sing to Life 
 
A                               D  /C# Bm                      A                /G#  F#m 
The night begat the day,            the newborn child sleeps 
                           B7                        Esus               A 
The green earth stands to see her early morning star 
 
The day welcomes the flower whose petals rise to see 
A field of harmony, balance under sky 
(Chorus) 
A           D /C# Bm                            A          /G# 
Sing to life,          you only need her answer 
F#m     B7           Esus                        A 
Sing to Life, you only need to answer her 
 
The flower knows the cloud who sends her water down 
Cools the silver air and grasses all around 
The Cloud begins the storm, wind sweeps down the open plain 
Leaves whistle through the rain to the circling sky 
(Chorus) 
The storm welcomes the night, the child wakes from colored dreams 
the moon paints satin sheens across the evening sky 
 
 
 
 
 


